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1. INTRODUCTION 
Hecke algebras of type A, are important in the representation theory of 
general linear groups, as we have amply demonstrated in our recent series 
of papers [3-10, 14, 151 in that area. We here begin a study of Hecke 
algebras of type B,. These algebras arise naturally in connection with 
symplectic and unitary groups, and the algebras may be regarded as 
q-analogues of the group algebras of hyperoctahedral groups. The 
p-modular representation theory of the hyperoctahedral group is usually 
divided into two cases, depending upon whether or not p = 2. The base 
group of the hyperoctahedral group is contained in the kernel of every 
irreducible 2-modular representation, so the theory in the case where p = 2 
is essentially the same as the 2-modular representation theory of the sym- 
metric group. Slightly more complicated is the case where the characteristic 
p is odd. The main results of this paper determine the q-analogue of this 
dichotomy between the cases of even and odd characteristic, and we 
construct all the irreducible representations of Hecke algebras of type B, in 
those cases which, upon specializing q to 1, correspond to representations 
of the hyperoctahedral groups in odd characteristic. 
In [12], Hoefsmit gave the representing matrices for the generators for 
the irreducible representations of Hecke algebras of type B, in the case of 
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a field of characteristic zero and an indeterminate q (that is, the generic 
case). His matrices involve denominators which become zero if q is 
specialized to a root of unity. Our construction of all irreducible 
representations in this paper contains Hoefsmit’s results as a special case. 
At the end of the paper we shall indicate how our results are relevant for 
the representation theory of symplectic and unitary groups. However, our 
results for general inear groups give reason to believe that the applications 
are even more far reaching. 
2. THE GROUP W,, 
Consider the group W which is generated by 
6 SIT s2, $3, . . . . 
subject to the following relations (which hold for all positive integers i,j): 
s+ 1 t2= 1 
sp, = sjsi if Ii-jI#l 
sisi+lsi=si+lsis;+, 
s, ts, t = ts, ts, and s;t = tsi if i>2. 
Thus, W is generated by involutions, and (s,s,+ ,)3 = (s, t)4 = 1 and 
(sis,)‘=l if Ii-jl#l and (sit)‘=1 ifi32. 
Let W, denote the trivial subgroup of W, and for n 3 1, let W,, be the 
subgroup of W which is generated by 
Then W, is isomorphic to the wreath product C, \ G,, where C, is the 
cyclic group { 1, t> of order 2, and 6, is the symmetric group of degree n. 
In particular, W,, has order 2”. n! The group W,, is the Weyl group of type 
B,. (It is sometimes called a Coxeter group of type B, or a hyperoctahedral 
grow. 1 
The subgroup of W, which is generated by si, s2, . . . . s,- i is isomorphic 
to 6,. It is convenient (but not essential) to identify this subgroup with 6, 
by taking each si to be the basic transposition (i, i + 1). Our notation for 
composing permutations w1 and w2 in 6, is that wi w2 denotes wi followed 
by ~2. 
Each element w of W is a product of terms t, si , s2, . . . . and we denote 
by f(w) the minimal length of any expression for w in this form. Thus, w 
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can be expressed (perhaps in more than one way) as a product 
w=u,u~.~.u, where I=/(w) and each ui belongs to {t, si, s2, . ..}. We call 
such an expression a reduced expression for w and we refer to I(w) as the 
length of w. 
We shall often use products, such as slsZ . . sj of successive terms si. To 
avoid ambiguity, we adopt the following notation. For each pair i, j of 
positive integers, define sLj inductively by si,; = 1 (for all i) and 
1 SPL + 1J if i<j, si,j = si,j f 1 sj if i>j. 
For example, s 1,4=~1~2~3, s1,2=s2,1 =s1, and s~,~ =s5s4s3. Note that s,, j is 
the cycle (j, j+ 1, j+ 2, . . . . i) ifj<i or (j,j-l,j-2 ,..., i) ifj>i. So s,,, is 
the n-cycle (1, 2, .,,, n) and s,,/EG’, if max(i,j)<n. 
It is easy to check the following facts for all positive integers a and 6. 
(2.1) 0) &s,,,)=la--bl; 
(ii) l(s,,ts,,,)=a+ b- 1; 
(iii) so, Iqa commutes with s6,, ts,,,; 
(iv) so.1 tsl,a commutes with sb unless b = a - 1 or b = a. 
If H < G are subgroups of W and g E G then we call Hg a right coset and 
gH a left coset of H in G. Sometimes right cosets have distinguished repre- 
sentatives, in the following sense. If I(hg) = l(h) + 1(g) for all h E H, then we 
say that g is a distinguished right coset representative. Distinguished left 
coset representatives are defined in a similar way. 
The following result is straightforward: 
(2.2) {s,j:l~i~n}u{s,,ltsl,i:ldidn) 
is a complete set of right coset representatives for W,- 1 in W,,. Each s,,~ 
and each s,, 1 t~,,~ with 1 < id n is a distinguished right coset representative. 
In passing, we remark that result (2.2) provides an algorithm for listing 
the elements of W, in reduced form. 
If a and b are non-negative integers, then we denote by GCa,b) the 
(Young) subgroup of (3’a+b which consists of those w E (Z’n+b such that 
iw < a for all i< a. Thus, (Zi(a,b) z 6, x 6,. Each coset of (5C(a,b) in Gafb 
contains a distinguished coset representative [6, 1.11, and we next describe 
one of these distinguished coset representatives. 
2.3. DEFINITION. If a and b are positive integers, then let w,,~ = (s, + b,, )“. 
If a or b is zero, then let w,,~ = 1. 
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For example, 
We note various properties of the elements w,,~ for future reference, and 
we leave the proofs to the reader. 
(2.4) (%,P = u’b.0 and l(w,,,) = ab. 
(2.5) If 1 <k<b then w,,bsk=S,+k~‘,,h. 
Ifb+ 1 <k<a+b then w,,Jk=Sk mbW,,h. 
(2.6) 6 (o,hl~‘,JJ = ~~Ja.h~uJ,al. 
(2.7) The element w,,~ is a distinguished right coset representative 
for Qhj and w,,b is a distinguished left coset representative 
for %,rrl in Gu+h. 
(2.8) If h 3 1 then LV,,~ =w,,b _ , s, + b,h and 
4Wa.b) = 4Wu,h- 1) + 4S,,h,h). 
(2.9) Ifa> 1 thenw,,,=s,,+,w,~,,,and 
Q(w,,*) = 4S,,u+h) + 4wo- 1.h). 
3. THE HECKE ALGEBRA %‘( W,,) 
Let R be a commutative ring and suppose that q and Q are arbitrary 
elements of R. The Hecke algebra Z(W) over R with respect o W and q 
and Q is defined in the following way. As an R-module, S(W) is free with 
basis {T, : WE W}. The element T, is a multiplicative identity for Z(W), 
and if r E R then we abbreviate rT, as r. The multiplication in S(W) 
satisfies the following relations: 
(i) (Ts,J2=q+(q- 1) T,Y,foreach ia 1; 
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(ii) (T,)‘=Q+(Q-1) T,; 
(iii) if w = v, v2 . . . v, is a reduced expression for w E W, where each v, 
belongs to {t, s, , s2, . ..}. then T, = T,, T,, . . . T,,. 
It is proved in [2,68.1] that the relations which we have given do, 
indeed, define an algebra. 
If X= W, or 6, or GCu,bj then it is easy to see that the R-module whose 
basis is {T, : w E X} is a subalgebra of X(W). We let X(X) denote this 
subalgebra. The algebra Y?( W,,) is the Hecke algebra of type B,. Of course, 
when q = Q = 1, then algebra &?( W,) coincides with the group algebra of 
C2 2 6, over R. 
We shall state briefly some well-known facts, discovered by 
Iwahori [ 131, which motivate a study of X( W,,). 
Let Sp,,(q) denote the group of symplectic 2n by 2n matrices over the 
field of q elements. If Q = q = q . 1 R then X( W,,) is the Hecke algebra (that 
is, endomorphism algebra) of the permutation action of Sp,,(q) on a Bore1 
subgroup. 
Let U,,(q) be the group of unitary n by n matrices over the field of q 
elements, where q is a perfect square. If Q = q1’2 then Y?( W,) is the Hecke 
algebra of the permutation action of U,,(q) on a Bore1 subgroup, and if 
Q = q3’2 then X( W,) is the Hecke algebra of the permutation action of 
U2,,+, (q) on a Bore1 subgroup. 
It is known that the structure of the endomorphism algebra of a 
permutation representation of a group influences the representation theory 
of the group. At the end of this paper we shall give some applications of 
our results on Hecke algebras of type B, to symplectic and unitary groups. 
Notice that we do not require that the elements q and Q of our base ring 
be prime power multiples of the identity 1 R of R. Hereafter, we shall 
assume that q is invertible. Several of our results go through without this 
assumption, and the reader should have no difficulty in spotting the places 
where we use the invertibility of q. We do not require that Q be invertible. 
(Indeed, we allow Q = 0.) 
We have 
(3.1) For all w E G,, T, is invertible. 
This follows from the fact that T, is a product of terms of the form T,, and 
-qP’((q- l)- T,,)T,,= 1, so Tsi is invertible. 
In order to avoid the frequent use of second order subscripts, we write 
T,,,, as Ti,j when i and j are positive integers. 
Note that T,,,,,,, i = Ti,,T,Tl,i in view of result (2.l)(ii), and of the 
general result that T,,, = T,T” if u and v belong to W with 
I(w) = Z(u) + l(v). 
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3.2. DEFINITIONS. For each non-negative integer n, let 
u,’ = fi (qi-‘+ T;,, T,T,,,) 
i=l 
u, = fi (Qqi- ’ - T,, ] T, T,,i). 
i= I 
For example, ~0’ = U; = 1 and 
u: = (1 + T,)(q + T,,,,, )(q2 + TSZ.~,ls*.J. 
Result (2.l)(iii) shows that we do not need to specify the order of the 
products in the definitions of u,’ and u,;. 
When q = Q = 1, the element u,’ of X( W,,) is simply the sum of the 
elements in the base group of Cz { 6,. 
Since the product of 1 + T, and Q - T, is zero, we have (1 + T,) T, = 
Q(l+T,)and (Q-T,)T,=-(Q-T,).Hence 
(3.3) Ifa> thenu,tT,=T,u:=Qu,i andu;T,=T,u;=-u;. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. If a>0 and h 2 1 are distinct integers, then u,’ 
and u, commute with T,,. In particular, u: and uy belong to the centre of 
Z(W*). 
Proof: It is possible to check directly that for all r in R and all integers 
63 1, 
commutes with T,,. But, by result (2.l)(iv), 
r+ Ti,, T,T,,, 
commutes with Ts, provided that b # i - 1 and b # i. Hence T,v, commutes 
with u,’ and with u; unless a = b. 
Now, X( W,) is generated by T,, T,,, Tsz, . . . . Tsa-, and we have seen that 
each of these elements commutes with u,’ and with U; . Therefore, a: and 
U; belong to the centre of X( W,). 
We next investigate the right ideals of A?( W,) which are generated by 
u,’ and by u,. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. Zf a is a non-negative integer, then u,‘X( W,) = 
u,’ &‘( Ga) and u; Y( W,) = uy X( 6,). 
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Proof The result is correct if a = 0, so assume that a > 1. If w E 6, then 
u: T,T, = T,,,u: T, = QT,.u: = Qu,t T,,.. This proves that u,’ Z(Gj,) is 
T,-invariant. Therefore, u,’ Z( W,) = UT X(Ga). Similarly, uy X( IV,) = 
u; WG,). 
3.6. PROPOSITION. Let a be a non-negative integer. Then UT X( W,) is a 
free right X(6.)-module with R-basis {u,’ T,.: w E 6,). 
Proof. The proposition is correct if a = 0, so we may assume that a 2 1, 
and that (u,‘- , T,, : w’G,_,} is an R-basis of u,‘-,X(W,_,). Let 
S,={u,t_,T,,,T,,;:ldiba,w~6,_,) 
Sz={u,f_,T,.T,,,T,T,,,:ldida,wE~i,_,j. 
By applying result (2.2), we see that S, u S, is an R-basis of u,‘- ,X( W,). 
Now, { s,,~: 1 < i d a} is a complete set of right coset representatives for 
G,_ i in 6, and I(ws,,~) = I(w) + Z(S,,~) if w E G,- i and 1 < id a. Therefore, 
S,={U,+_,T,.:WEG~}. 
Also> ~‘a-I~,,lf=~,,,t~‘(l,u~l) and {si,;: 1 <ida} is a complete set of 
right coset representatives for Gcl,a _ i ) in G,. Hence 
s,= {uJ~,T,,,T,T,*.: WEG,}. 
Suppose, now, that x E 6,. Then 
But ~,‘-i T,,, T, T,,, T, belongs to the R-module whose basis is Sz, and 
{qa- ‘u,‘_ i TX: x E Ga) and S, span the same R-module, because q is inver- 
tible. Since S, u Sz is linearly independent, it follows that {u: TX: x E Ga} 
is a linearly independent set. Therefore, it is a basis of UT Z’( W,), by 
Proposition 3.5. 
Compare our next proposition with Proposition 3.11, below. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. Suppose that a, 6, and n are integers, with a 2 1, b 3 1, 
andOdn<a+b. Then u,‘~?(W~)u; =O. 
ProojI Note that ML u; =0 since (1 + T,)(Q- T,)=O and 1 + T, is a 
factor of u,’ and Q - T, is a factor of u; . 
If n <a then u,’ &“( W,,) u; = J?( W,,) u,’ u; = 0 by Proposition 3.4. 
Therefore, we may assume that n > a, and similarly we may assume that 
n>b. Since a<n<a+b, we see that b>l. 
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Let w E W,,. We prove that UT Twu; = 0. Inductively, we may assume 
that u,‘Z( W,_ i) u;-, = 0 and that ~4: T.x~; = 0 for all x E W, with 
I(x) < Z(w). By result (2.2), there exists XE W,,_ , and an integer i with 
1 < i < n such that u’ = x.Y,,~ or w = xs,, 1 ts,,;. 
Suppose first that w =xs,,,~. If i< b then let y=x~~,~+ ,, so that w =ysj 
where l(y) < I(w), and u,’ T,,,u; = u,’ T-Vu; T,V, = 0. If i > b then u,’ T,,,u; = 
u,’ T,u;~,T,,,(Q~~~‘-- T,, , T,T,,,)=O, since u,’ T.r~;-, =O. Thus, 
u,’ T,u, = 0 when M? = xs,,,. 
Next suppose that w=xs,,r IS ,,,. Let u=si, , ts,,;. If i<n then let 
y = xs,, ;+, , and if i = n then let y = x. Then T, commutes with U; by result 
(2.l)(iii) and w = yu with I(y) < I(w). Hence u: T,,u; = u: T,,u; T,. = 0. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Now we introduce some more right ideals, of which the right ideals 
generated by u: and by u; are special cases. Recall from Definition 2.3 the 
element w,,~ of Ga+,+. We write T,,,(,,, as hu.h. 
3.8. DEFINITION. For each pair of non-negative integers a, b, let 
V u,b = u,’ ha,, u, EmwcJ+b). 
The right ideals of &‘( W, +h) w ic are generated by the elements u,,~ h’ h 
will concern us for the remainder of the paper. 
We shall frequently use the following lemma, which shows, in particular, 
that u~,~S( W,,,) is a homomorphic image of v,~ ,,b.%?( Wa+,,) and that 
u,,,Z( W,,,) is a sub-right ideal of u,&, S( W,, b). 
3.9. LEMMA. Let a and b be non-negative integers. 
(i) Zf a>1 andh,=(q”~‘+T,,,T,T,.,) TO,u+b then hlu,-.I,b=u,,b. 
(ii) Ifb31 andh,=T,+b,b(Qqb-‘-Tb,,T,T,,b)thenv,b_,h,=v,,,. 
ProoJ Assume that a > 1. Then Ta,u+b commutes with u;-, by 
Proposition 3.4, and T,, o+hhop ,,h = h,,, by result (2.9). Therefore, 
= v,,b. 
This completes the proof of part (i) of the lemma, and the proof of part (ii) 
is similar. 
3.10. LEMMA. Let a, b, and k be non-negative integers. Then 
v,.b T,, = 
i 
Tso+kvu,h if l<k<b 
Tsk-hvu,b if b+l<k<a+b. 
In particular2 uu.bx(G~b.u~) = z(B(a.b)) O&b. 
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Proof: Combine result (2.5) and Proposition 3.4. 
We next prove a result which is similar in style to Proposition 3.7. 
3.11. PROPOSITION. Suppose that a and b are non-negative integers. Then 
Proof We saw in Lemma 3.10 that u,,X(G(,,,)) = X(6(,,,) v,,~. 
Let n = a + 6. The conclusion of the proposition is correct if a= 0 or 
b = 0, by Proposition 3.5. Suppose, therefore, that 1 d b d n - 1. 
Let MJE W,,. We prove that U: T, U; E %(6(,bj) v,,~. Inductively, we 
may assume that U: %( W, _ i ) u;- , G %( 6@& i ,) v,,b _ , and that 
U,’ Txub E z(G(a,b,) uo,b for all x E W, with I(x) < I(w). 
If w=xy with f(w)=Z(x)+l and y=t or y=si with ifb, then 
UT Tx,u; = 24,’ T,u; TV E vU,b%(6@,j). Therefore, we may assume that 
every reduced expression for w ends in sb. If w E W,, ~ I then u,’ T, u; = 0, 
by Proposition 3.7. Assume, therefore, that w 4 W,- i. Result (2.2) then 
shows that w = XS,,,~ or w = xs,, , ts,,b+, for some x E W,- 1. 
Suppose first that w =xs,,b. Let h = Qqbel - Tb,, T,T,,b. Then 
~ = u;-, h and u,’ T,,,u; = ~4,’ T,u,, T,.bh E .Y?(6c,,- 1,) u,,b- 1 T,.,h = 
s@,o.b- I,) u,,b? by Lemma 3.9. Therefore, U: T,,,u; E &%?(G@b,) u,,b in 
this case. 
Next suppose that w=xs,,Itsl,b+l. If b+ 1 <n then let Y=xSn,b+2, and 
if b-t 1 =n then let y=x. We have J(y)<l(u~), and 
But V,,&?qb- T,,,,, T,T,,,+,)=O, by ProPosition 3.7, SO u,,bTb+l,l T,T,,b+, 
= @7’%,b and u: Tw,u, E x(~,,b,) va,b. This concludes the proof of the 
proposition. 
Our next aim is to prove that v,,,X(G,+,) is T,-invariant (compare 
Proposition 3.5). 
3.12. LEMMA. Let a, b, and i be non-negative integers, with 1 < i < a + 6. 
Then Va,bT;,1 T,~~a,b*(~‘o+b). 
Proof Note that a + b 2 1. The conclusion of the lemma is correct if 
i = 1, by result (3.3), so assume inductively that 1 < k < a + b - 1 and that 
u,,~T~,~T~=v,,~~ for some hEX(G’,+b). 
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Suppose first that k fh. By Lemma 3.10, u,.~T~~ = T,,u,,~ for some j. 
Therefore, 
v,~Tk+l,l T, = 0ci.b TJ, T,, I T, = Tq~,h Tk, I T, 
= T,s,v,,hh=v,~hT,khEv,,b~(6,+h). 
We next consider v,,~ T, + ,, , T, in the case where k = b. We have 
Uo,b(Qqh-Th+,,lTrT,,h+,)=O, 
by Proposition 3.7. Therefore, 
u,,bTh+ 1.1 T,=Qqbv,,,(T,,,+,)-‘Ev,,h~D(6,+b). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
3.13. THEOREM. Let a and b be non-negative integers. Then 
v,,h~(Wu+h)=V,,h~D(6~+h). 
ProoJ The result is correct if a + b = 0. Assume, therefore, that 
a+b>l. 
The elements si,, with 1 d i < a + b form a complete set of left coset 
representatives for Goa+b-,J in G’u+b, and each si,r is a distinguished left 
coset representative. Let w E 6, + b. Then w = si,,x for some i and some 
XEG C,,o + b _ I ,. In particular, xt = tx. Therefore, 
V,,hT,Tr=V,~bTi,,TtT.~Ev,,h~(~‘,+h), 
by Lemma 3.12. Therefore, v,,~Z’(G~+~ ) is T,-invariant, and the theorem 
follows. 
In the course of the proof of our next theorem, we shall need the 
following result. It is quite well known, and is easy to prove by induction 
on the length of y. 
(3.14) Suppose that x and y belong to 6,. Then 
T,T,=q”T,,+ c r,,T, 
H.EG, 
for some integer m and some coefficients rn, E R, which have the property 
that rw # 0 only if Z(w) > I(xy). 
3.15. THEOREM. Let a and b be non-negative integers. Then the right 
ideal u~,~&‘( W,,,) of &‘(W,+,) is a free right X’(G,+,)-module, with 
R-basis {v,,~T,,,: WEG~+~}. 
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Proof The case of the theorem where b = 0 was established in Proposi- 
tion 3.6. Assume, therefore, that b > 1 and that { u,,~ _, T,, : w E 6, + h ~ 1 ) is 
an R-basis of u,,~ , Z( W, +h , ). Let 
S,={21~,h~,TM,:~)~~~+h} 
S~=(U,,~~LT~~+~,,T,T,:WE~.+~). 
Just as in the proof of Proposition 3.6, we find that S1 u S, is an R-basis 
of u a,b-l=@YWa+b). 
Let XEG~+~ and denote s,,~x by ZEG~+~. Then 
T,,,T,=qmTz+ 1 r,vT;,, 
M.EG.*h 
for some integer m and r,E R where rw = 0 unless I(w) > I(z), by result 
(3.14). 
Let 4 be the R-linear endomorphism of u,+ , Z( W,, h) which is zero 
on S, and the identity on S,. Then, using Lemma 3.9, we have 
~(u,,bT.~)=~(Qqh-1U,,b~,T,+~,bT,-u,,~~,T,+~,~T,T~.~T,) 
= -d(ua,,- I Tu+b, 1 T,T,,,L) 
Now, z runs through G,, b as x runs through 6, +b. Since rw = 0 unless 
f(w)>Z(z), we see that {c$(u,,, TX) : x E 6, + b } is a linearly independent 
set. Therefore, { u,,~ TX : x E 6, + h } is linearly independent, and hence by 
Theorem 3.13, it is a basis of u,,X( W, + h), as we wished to show. 
3.16. PROPOSITION. Let a, b, and n be integers, with a > 0, b 2 1, and 
n 2 a + 6. Then u,,X( W,,) is a pure R-submodule of u,,~-, 2( W,,). 
Proof: In the course of the proof of Theorem 3.15, we saw that 
&u~,~%(G~+~)) equals the R-module which is spanned by Sz. Therefore, 
we may choose, for each w E @5u+h, an element e,, in u,,~X(G,+~) in such 
a way that e,. has the form 
for some h, which is in the R-module which is spanned by S,. Then 
{e,: WE G,+, } is an R-basis of u,,~YF(G~+~). 
Let 9 denote the set of distinguished right coset representatives for 
W a+b in W,. Let 
s; = {u,,* I T,Td:wEG,+b,dE9j 
S;=(u,,b~,T~fb,,TrTI(.Td:w~~.o+b,d~~~. 
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Then S; v S; is an R-basis for v,, b ~, Z’( W,,), and 
(e,.T,: wEG,+,,,dE9} 
is an R-basis for v,,,&?( W,,). 
Let h = C ,$,. d ,r,d ,, r e T,, where rwdE R and the sum is over w E Gu+h and 
dE 9. Assume that r E R and h E rv,,6p, Y?( W,,). To show that l;B,p&‘( W,,) 
is a pure R-submodule of v,,~ ~ 1X( W,,), we must prove that r dtvldes each 
r,,,d. The definition of e,. gives 
Now, each h,.T, belongs to the R-module which is spanned by S; and 
v u,b- 1 T u + b, I T, T,, T, belongs to S2. Since h E rv, b ~, X( W, ) and S; v S; is 
a linearly independent subset of v,,~- 1 &?( W,,), ‘it follows that each rwd is 
divisible by r. 
We can now prove one of the most important results in this section. 
3.17. THEOREM. Let a, b, and n be integers, with a > 0, b 3 1, and 
n 3 a + 6. Assume that R is an integral domain. Then there is an exact 
sequence of #( W,, )-modules 
Proof Premultiplication by 
(tf’+To+,,,T,T,,a+,) Ta+,,.+b 
gives us an %( W,)-homomorphism, 8 say, from r,,& ,%( W,,) onto 
v,+,,,-,X( W,,), by Lemma 3.9. The kernel of 8 contains v,b%( W,,), 
since UT+ I x(wa+b)u, = 0 by Proposition 3.7. 
Let R be a field. Then 
dim v a,b-*~(Wn)=dimv,,b~(w,)+dim~,+,,,..,~(W,). 
(For example, dim v~,~J?( W,,) = n!2”-‘“+b’, by Theorem 3.15.) Hence 
Ker 0 = u,,~ &‘( W, ), in this case. 
Suppose now that R is an integral domain, and let F be the field of 
fractions of R. Let ZR( W,) denote 2( W,) defined over R, and let &( W,,) 
denote X( W,,) defined over F. Suppose that h belongs to the subset Ker0 
of v u,bp, &( W,,). By regarding J&( W,) as being embedded in ,%$.( W,), 
we see that h E un,bxF( W,,) since we have already proved the theorem in 
the case where the ground ring is a field. Therefore, for some r E R, we have 
rhEv,,bXR( W,). Since Proposition 3.16 shows that v,,,X,( W,,) is a pure 
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R-submodule of v,+ ,Z”( W,,), we deduce that hE v~,~X~( W,). Thus, 
Ker 8 = v,,~%~ ( W,,), and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Our first corollary follows instantly from the definition of projective 
modules: 
3.18. COROLLARY. Let a, b, and n be integers, with a > 0, b > 1, and 
n >, a + b. Assume that R is an integral domain. 
6) I~u,+~.~-~ Y?( W,,) is a projective I?( W,,)-module then 
(ii) Zf both u,+~~~~.X(W,,) and v,~~,X(W,,) are projective 
X( W,,)-modules, then so’is v,,X( W,). ’ 
3.19. COROLLARY. Assume that R is an integral domain, and let M be a 
simple X( W,,)-module. Then for some a, with 0 f a <n, M is a 
homomorphic image of v,,~ _ a 2 ( W,, ). 
Proof: We prove the stronger result that if 0 <m 6 n then there 
exist non-negative integers a and b with a+ b=m such that M is a 
homomorphic image of u,,,X( W,). This result is certainly true if m = 0, 
since u~,~A?( W,) = X( W,,). Now assume inductively that 0 <m 6 n and 
aa0, b> 1, a+ b=m and that M is a homomorphic image of 
V a,hp ,X’( W,). By Theorem 3.17, M is a homomorphic image of 
v,df(W,) or of u,+~.~-~WW~), and this implies the desired result. 
We remark that for many results which involve II,,* = U: h,,bu; there is 
a corresponding result for the element U; h,,u,+. One way of seeing this 
is to use the anti-automorphism * of #( W) which is obtained by extending 
to be R-linear the map given by T,* = T,-I for w E W. Note that 
(Id,‘)* = u; and (u;)* = U; and (ha,b)* = hb,o. By applying the anti- 
automorphism * to Propositions 3.7 and 3.11 (or by simply reversing the 
roles of u,’ and u; in the proofs), we obtain results (3.20) and (3.21) 
below. 
(3.20) Suppose that a, b, and n are integers, with a B 1, b 2 1, 
and O<n<a+b. Then u;%(W,)u,‘- =O. 
(3.21) Suppose that a and b are non-neagative integers. Then 
UC WW,,,) u: cub hb,uU,+ Wow,,). 
The next proposition combines results (3.7) and (3.20). 
3.22. PROPOSITION. Assume that a, b, c, and d are non-negative integers 
with a + h = c + d. Suppose that v~,~YF( W, + b) u,,~ # 0. Then a = c and b = d. 
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ProoJ Let n=a+b=c+d. We have 
u,‘h,,bUb W W,r) u: k,ud z 0. 
Therefore, u; X( W,) u,+ # 0 and z.4,’ Z( W,,) u; # 0. It follows that 
n 2 b + c, a fact which is clear if b or c is zero, and which is a consequence 
of results (3.20) if both b and c are non-zero. Similarly, using result (3.7), 
we have n>a+d. Since n=a+ b=c+d, the inequalities n> b+c and 
naa+d imply that a=c and b=d. 
We consider, now, the set u,,,X( W,,,) u,,~. 
3.23. PROPOSITION. Assume that a and b are non-negative integers. Then 
there exists an element z in the centre of X(6,,,,) such that v,,bhb,Uv,.b= 
V a,h z. 
Proof We know from Proposition 3.11 that v,,hhh,av,,h =v,,hz for some 
z E X(6(,,,). It remains for us to prove that z belongs to the centre of 
xO(G(h,rr)). 
Let hES(Gl(b,ol) and let ~;EX(G~,,~,) be given by h,,,h = zh,,. Then, 
using Proposition 3.4, we have v,,hzh=v,bhhrrv,bh=v,,hhb~i;v,b= 
’ ’ ’ 
. % 
v,,hhhb,av,,b =hv,,bhb,ov,,b =h”v,,bz = v,,bhz. 
Hence (using Theorem 3.15) zh = hz, so z belongs to the centre of 
3.24. DEFINITIONS. Let zb+ be the central element of .X(6,,,,) which is 
given by v,,bh b,a%h = %,bZb,u. Let zb,u be the element of X(GC,,,) which 
iS &Xl by ha,hZb,rr = Z”b,+hu.b. 
We have v,,bhb,uvaSb = v~,~z~,~ = .?b,rru,,h, again by Proposition 3.4. 
3.25. PROPOSITION. Let a and b be non-negative integers. Then 
ua,bs( wu+h) v,,b = vu,hzb,c,~o(G(b,o)). 
ProoJ: We have 
V a,bZb,ax(Gl(b,a)) = V,,bhb,uV,,b~o(~.(b.u)) E va,bx( wa+h) v,,h 
by Lemma 3.10. Using result (3.21) we obtain 
vo,bz( w,+b) 0o.h c v,,bhrr,bvrr,b~(G~b,rr)) = va,bZb,rr*(G(b,o)). 
Therefore, vu,b~(Wu+b) V,,b=V,,bZb,rr~(~‘(b,u)). 
3.26. PROPOSITION. Let a and b be non-negative integers. The element 
zb+ is invertible if and only if v &%( u/,+,) is a projective right X( W,+,)- 
module. 
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ProojY Let J= u~,~Y?‘( W,,,) = v,,,S(G.+,). By Proposition 3.25, 
JJ= u,,b~b.o=W~.rr+b). I n view of Theorem 3.15, the map hi u,,bh 
(hi %C(Gjufb)) is injective. Hence JJ=J if and only if zb.a has a right 
inverse. But z~,~ belongs to the centre of X(GC,,,), so any right inverse of 
zb,a must be a two-sided inverse. 
If J is a projective right X( Wa+,)-module, then JJ= J and so zb,u is 
invertible. 
Assume now that zb+ is invertible. Then 2,., is invertible. Let 
e = v, bhb .i;i = 5,: v,,bhb,a. Then 1 3 , 
e2=i-1 
b,o %,thb,a’L,bh&h,b = ‘&,bhb,a~b,; = $. 
Thus, e is an idempotent. Also, 
Therefore J is a projective %( Wa+b )-module. This concludes the proof of 
the proposition. 
3.27. DEFINITION. If z,,a is invertible, then let e, b = v,,bhb,aZb,i =
--I 
‘b,u Oo,b h b,a’ 
We have seen that ea,b is an idempotent and that v,b#( W,, b) = 
e,,bZ( W,,,). A further important property of the idempotent ea,b follows 
easily from Proposition 3.25: 
(3.28) Assume that z~,~ is invertible. Then 
ea,b~(Wo+b)eo,b=eu.b~(6~u,b))r 
and ea,b commutes with all elements of %(6(,bJ). As a consequence, the 
rings e,b%( W,+b) ea,b and %(G@b)) are isomorphic. 
In the next section, we shall determine conditions under which zb,a is 
invertible. Even in small cases, it is difficult to calculate zb,a explicitly. 
However, we can give expressions for zbSo in the cases where a or b = 0. 
3.29. PROPOSITION. Let n be a non-negative integer. Then 
z o,n= ii (qi-‘+QLL) 
i=l 
and 
2n.o = ii (Q$- ' + T,,, T1.i). 
i=l 
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Prooj If 16i6n then u,+T,,,T,T,,,=T,,~~~T,T,,,=QT~,,~,+T,,~= 
Quz T, 1 TI, ;. Hence 
u,’ u,’ = u,’ l+Ti,lT,Tl.i) 
= u,’ n (qi- ’ + QT,, , T,,i). 
i= 1 
This gives the stated result for zO,n and the expression for .z,,~ is obtained 
in a similar way. 
4. A PROJECTIVE GENERATOR 
In this section we first find necessary and sufficient conditions involving 
the elements q and Q for the right ideals u,,,Y( W,,,) of X( W,,,) to be 
projective, in the case where R is a field. Assuming that these conditions 
hold, we then construct all the simple &?( W,+,)-modules. 
In [S] we defined certain elements L,, which we call Murphy operators, 
in the following way. 
4.1. DEFINITION. For each non-negative integer h, let L, = 
c:z: 4 *pbTci,b,. 
Note that the transposition (i, b) with i< b which appears in this 
definition is equal to sb,;+ is,si+ l,h. 
4.2. LEMMA. Let b be a positive integer. Then 
Tb,,Tl,b=qb~l(l+(q-l)Lb). 
ProoJ As easy proof, by induction on b -j, shows that for 1 <j < b, we 
have 
b-l 
Tb,jTj,b=qb--j 1 +(q- 1) c qipbT(;,b, . 
i=j > 
The result stated in the lemma is the case where j= 1. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let R be a field. Suppose that rl and r2 belong to R 
and that b is a positive integer. Then necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the element r, + r2 T,., T,%, of X(Gb) to be invertible are: 
4RI’l46:2-I5 
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either b = 2 and (rl + r2)(rl + r2 q2) #O 
or b=3 and(r,+r,)(r, +r,q)(r, +r,q3)(r, +r2q4)#0 
or b#2andb#3and 
26 ~~ 2 
n (rl +r,q’)#O. 
,=O 
Proof For each partition A of b, there is a right ideal S’ of .%(Gb) 
which is known as a Specht module [6]. The Specht module S” has a basis 
(the standard basis) which is indexed by standard A-tableaux. In [S, 3.151 
it is proved that the matrix, (mv) say, which represents the Murphy 
operator Lb with respect o the standard basis of S’ is lower triangular. 
Let r be a standard A-tableau, and suppose that b appears in row x 
and column y of t. In the matrix (mti), the diagonal entry m, which 
corresponds to the basis element which is indexed by T is given by [8,3.15] 
mii = 
1 
1 +q+q2+ . . . +q”-‘-’ if x<y 
-q-‘-q-*- . . . -q1’-x if y < x. 
By Lemma 4.2, the matrix which represents Tb,, T, b with respect o the 
standard basis of S” is lower triangular, and the diagonal entry which 
corresponds to T is qb~l(l+(q-l)m;i)=qb+-V~*~‘. 
Now, X(Gb) has a series of right ideals 
where each subquotient MJM,, , is isomorphic to a Specht module, and 
each Specht module S”, with I a partition of b, appears as a subquotient 
in this series [6, Sect. 73. Hence rl + r2 T,, , T,,, is invertible if and only if 
rl + r2q b+y--\-P1 is non-zero for all permitted values of x and y. 
It remains for us to determine what values y-x can take, as I varies 
over partitions of b and T varies over standard A-tableaux. Of course, 
1 <x<b and 1 dydb, so -b+l<y-xbb-1. By allowing A to vary 
over the “hook partitions” (b - i, 1’) for 0 d i d b - 1, and taking T to be a 
standard (b-i, l’)-tableau where b appears at the end of the first row or 
at the end of the first column, we see that y - x can take all values between 
1 and b - 1 inclusive and all values between -b + 1 and - 1 inclusive. If 
b > 4 then we can let T be a standard (b - 2,2)-tableau in which b appears 
in column 2 and row 2 to see that y -x also takes the value 0. If b = 2 or 
3, then there is no standard tableau of size b in which the column index of 
the entry b is equal to the row index of the entry b, so y - x cannot equal 
0 if b = 2 or 3. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
We now define an element of the ring R which turns out to be critical. 
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4.4. DEFINITION. If n is a non-negative integer, then let 
,, I 
L(Q$q)= n (Q+q’). 
,= -(II- II 
Recall that U+U+ = U+ 
X(6,,). ‘I ‘I 
,, zo,,, where zo,,, is an element of the centre of 
4.5. THEOREM. Let n he a non-negative integer. The element z~,~ qf 
X( G,,) is invertible if and only iff, (Q, q) is a unit in R. 
Proof: If n = 0, then z~,~ = 1 and the result is true. Assume, therefore, 
that n3 1. 
Let fR denote (Q + 1) n;:,l (Q + qi)(Qqi + 1) and note that fR is a unit 
if and only if f,(Q, q) is a unit. From Proposition 3.29, we see that z~,~ is 
a unit if and only if each element q’-’ + QT, i T,,, with 1 6 i,<n is a unit. 
If R is a field, then we conclude from Proposition 4.3 that z~,~ is a unit if 
and only if 
i ‘h2 (q’ - ’ + Qq’) # 0. 
,=, /=O 
This is equivalent to fR being a unit. 
Now let R be an arbitrary commutative ring. 
Let A, be the n! by n! matrix over R whose rows and columns are 
indexed by elements of 6, and whose entries aur in row u (UE G,,) are 
given by 
Now, zo,,, is a unit if and only if A, is invertible, and this is equivalent to 
det A, being a unit in R. We have already proved the following: 
(4.6) Let K be a field. Then det A, = 0 if and only if fK = 0. 
Next, let X and x be independent indeterminates. There is a ring 
homomorphism from Z[X, X] into R which is determined by the condi- 
tions that XH Q and XI--+ q. Call this ring homomorphism 8,. 
Let 0= Z[X] and R, = @[x, ~‘1. In the Hecke algebra for 6, which 
is defined over RI (where Q is taken to be X and q is taken to be x), we 
see that all entries in A,, belong to Z[X, x]. Hence det AR, E H[X, x]. 
Also, 
,1 I 
fR, = (x+ 1) n (X+ xj)(Xxl+ l), 
i=l 
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so fR, E H[X, x]. Moreover, for any ring R, 
f3,(det A.,)=det A, 
Our next aim is to prove 
n-1 n-1 
(4.7 1 det AR, = +x”(X+ l)“O n (X+x’)“’ n (Xx’+ 1)“~ 
i= 1 j=l 
for some positive integers m,, mi, nj, and some integer m. 
Let p be a prime number and let Z, denote the integers modulo p. Let 
K, be the field which is given by K, = Z,(X, x). Then fK, = 8,, ( fR, ) # 0, so 
det A,, # 0, by (4.6). But det A,, = 8,, (det A.,), so p does not divide 
det A,,. Thus, + 1 are the only integers which divide det AR,. 
Next, let g(X) be an irreducible polynomial, of degree at least 1, in 
Z[X]. Then g(X) is irreducible as an element of Q [Xl, by Gauss’s 
Lemma. Let Qz and K, be the fields which are given by Q2 = Q[X]/(g(X)) 
and K, = @Jo. We have 
(4.8) g(X)dividesf,,08,2(f,,)=Oo8,2(det A.,)=0 
o g(X) divides det A R,. 
Now let h(x) be an irreducible polynomial, of degree at least 1, in @[xl, 
with h(x) # +x. Then h(x) is irreducible as an element of CD, [xl, by 
Gauss’s Lemma, where @? denotes the field of fractions of @. Let K, be the 
field which is given by Ki= Q3 [x]/(h(x)). We have 
(4.9) h(x) divides fR, o O,,(fR,) = 00 0,(det A,, 
o h(x) divides det A,, . 
)=O 
Results (4.8) and (4.9) now imply result (4.7). 
Finally, let R be an arbitrary commutative ring, and 
invertible. Then 
Q,qER, with q 
det A.=B,(det AR,) 
n-1 n-1 
= kq”(Q+ l)mo n (Q+qi)mz n (Qq’+ l)“,. 
i=l j= 1 
Therefore, fR is a unit if and only if det A, is a unit, and we have already 
noted that this is equivalent to z~,~ being invertible. This concludes the 
proof of Theorem 4.5. 
In order to be able to apply the result of Theorem 3.17, we assume 
hereafter that R is an integral domain. 
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4.10. THEOREM. Let m and n be integers with 0 dm 6 n. Assume that 
f,(Q, q) is a unit in R. Then the following hold. 
(i) For every pair of non-negative integers a, b with a + b = m, the 
right Z’( W,)-module o,,~.%( W,) is projective. 
(ii) Every projective indecomposable X( W,,)-module is isomorphic to 
a direct summand qf v,,,X( W,,) f or some non-negative integers a, b with 
a+b=m. 
Proof: The theorem is correct if m =O, since v~,~ is the identity of 
I?( W,). Assume, therefore, that m2 1, and that conclusions (i) and (ii) of 
the theorem are true for m - 1. Since f, (Q, q) is a unit, fn, ~_ , (Q, q) is also 
a unit. 
By Proposition 3.26 and Theorem 4.5, v,,,X( W,) is a projective right 
X(Wwl)-module. But v,,~*(W~) E v,,df(W,) OJu;~w,,,~ S(W,), so 
v,,-~,~%( W,,) is a projectrve right &?( W,,)-module when b = 0. Assume, 
therefore, that b > 1 and II,,- h+ t,+ r Z( W,) is a projective right X( W,)- 
module. By Corollary 3.18, we have 
(4.11) v,-,,,~,~(Wn)~vm-b,h~(Wn)Ovm-h+I,h-,~(Wn). 
Since v,--,,,-,X( W,) is a projective right &?( W,)-module, so is 
v,_,,,Z( W,). Hence conclusion (i) of the theorem is correct. 
Our induction hypothesis (on m) shows that every projective indecom- 
posable X( W,,)-module is isomorphic to a direct summand of some 
m ~ b h- I X( W,) with 1 d b d m - 1. Hence conclusion (ii) of the theorem 
Foflows from result (4.11). 
Combining Proposition 3.26 and Theorem 4.10, we have: 
4.12. COROLLARY. Assume that a and n are integers with 0 < a < n. If 
f, (Q, q) is a unit in R, then z,,, ho is invertible. 
Assuming that f,(Q, q) is a unit, we obtain idempotents eu,n-o (given by 
Definition 3.27) such that v,,+,%( W,) = .F?~,~-~JF( W,). Moreover, 
Proposition 3.22 implies that the idempotents eu,n-a (Odadn) are 
pairwise orthogonal. 
4.13. DEFINITION. Assume that fn (Q, q) is a unit in R. Let 
E,,=CZ=Oeu,n-u. 
Theorem 4.10 shows that E,%( W,) is a projective generator for the 
category of X( W,)-modules. We shall exploit this projective generator, by 
using some standard results which we recall next (see, for example, [ 1,3D] 
or [ll, 6.21). 
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Suppose that E is an idempotent in a ring X and that EZ& is a generator 
for the category of Z-modules. If U is a non-zero X-module, then Us is 
non-zero, and hence U.sX = U. It follows that the category mod-2 of X- 
modules is Morita equivalent to the category mod-(&Xc) of &X&-modules. 
This comes about in the following way. If U is an X-module, then UE is 
an a%‘&-module, and this gives rise to a functor f from mod-2 to 
mod-(&‘&). If V is an &Xc-module, then V OEXi: EX is an X-module, and 
this gives a functor h from mod-(&Xc) to mod-%‘. For X-modules U and 
&X&-modules V, we have 
Hence, Sand h are inverse functors. In particular 
(4.14) (i) Let U be an %‘-module. Then the X-module U and 
the &Xi?-module Ue have isomorphic submodule lattices. 
(ii) Let V be an &&‘&-module. Then the &%c-module V 
and the X-module l’ @C,rE EA? have isomorphic sub- 
module lattices. 
Therefore, we have 
(4.15) The X-submodule lattice of ~2 is isomorphic to the E%E-Sub- 
module lattice of ~26. The correspondence between submodules is given in 
the following way. 
u - UE (U an X-submodule of ES&‘) 
V-V?% (van s%‘c-submodule of EXE). 
Incidentally, we note that if U is an X-module, then UE is naturally 
isomorphic, as an &#E-InOdUle, to Horn,, (&Y?, U). In particular, EXE is 
isomorphic to End,(cX). 
We have now completed our discussion of the general situation, and we 
return to the case where &? = X( W,,) and E = E,, given by Definition 4.13. 
4.16. LEMMA. Let fi be a non-negative integer, and assume that f,,(Q, q) 
is a unit in R. Then 
(i) For each a with O<aQn, the rings H(G,,,_,,) and 
ea.,-.=@(W,) eo.n-o are isomorphic, the isomorphism being given by 
h-e,,.-& (h E %v-,,I. 
(ii) The rings E,#( W,,) E, and @i=, sP(G,,,~,,) are canonically 
isomorphic. 
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ProoJ Since f,(Q, q) is a unit, z,,, mu is invertible. Result (i) now 
follows at once from result (3.28). Because the idempotents e,,, L, 
(0 <a<n) are orthogonal, and E, is the sum of these idempotents, we 
immediately deduce result (ii). 
By combining the second result in Lemma 4.16 with our earlier general 
discussion, we obtain the following theorem, which is one of the main 
conclusions of this paper. 
4.17. THEOREM. Let n he a non-negative integer, and assume that 
f,,(Q, q) is a unit in R. Then the category of Af( W,,)-modules is Morita 
equivalent to the category of modules for the ring @I=, X(GC,,,_,,). 
4.18. THEOREM. Let a and n be integers with 0 d a ,< n, and assume that 
f,(Q, q) is a unit in R. Then there is a lattice isomorphism between the set 
of =@(G(,,n-0, )-submodules of X( G,,,,+,,) and the set of X( W,,)- 
submodules of v,,,~,X( W,,). If V is an Y( G(,,,-,,)-submodule of 
X(G cu,n-oJ then e,,,-. V&?( W,, ) is the corresponding Y?( W, )-submodule 
ofv,,.-.=wWn). 
ProoJ: We first use the isomorphism ht--+e,,,,_,h of Lemma 4.16(i), to 
identify X(6,,,- u,) with e,,,,+.X( W,) eu,npo. The E,%‘( W,) &,-sub- 
modules of eu,n _.Z( W,) eu,n+rr coincide with the (err,nPrrX( W,,) eU,,,po)- 
submodules, since the idempotents e,,” ~ h (0 d b 6 n) are orthogonal. The 
theorem now follows immediately from result (4.15). 
We discuss in more detail the process of “multiplying up” from 
e o,n-uw~.(u,n-o)) to va,n-u A?( W,,) which occurs in Theorem 4.18. This 
“multiplying up” amounts to inducing from e,.- aX(G,,,rPU,) to 
e a,,-a=@(%) = vu,,-, Z(G,) and then extending the X(6,)-actton to an 
2( W,)-action by way of Theorem 3.13. There might be many X(6”)-sub- 
modules of u ...+.X( GH) which are not induced from submodules of 
e o,nPuX(6,u,n ma,) but these are not T,-invariant. Theorem 4.18 says that 
the X( G,)-submodules of u,,,_,X’(G,) which are T,-invariant are 
precisely those which have the form eo,n-o VX( 6,) for some right ideal V 
of =@(q,,n-u,), and that this induces an isomorphism between the right 
ideal lattice of X(6,,,,+,,) and the X( W,,)-submodule lattice of 
V a,.-2fYWn). 
Theorem 4.17 shows that if f,, (Q, q) is a unit then the determination 
of the simple X( W,)-modules is equivalent to finding the simple 
Z(G (u,n-U,)-modules, the explicit way of obtaining the modules for 
&?( W,,) from those of &‘(G Co,n -,,) being provided by Theorem 4.18. We 
investigate the consequences of these theorems in the next section. 
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5. APPLICATIONS 
In [6, S] we investigated the representations of X(Gn). For each parti- 
tion 1, of n (written 2 I-n), we define a certain element zi, of X(G,,). The 
Specht module S” was defined to be z,X(G,), and this is a q-analogue of 
the classical Specht module for the symmetric group 6,. For details, the 
reader is referred to the discussion in [6]. 
5.1. DEFINITIONS. Let e be the least positive integer r such that 
1+q+q*+ ..’ +q’+’ = 0. If no such integer r exists, then let e = co. All 
partitions are said to be a-regular, and if e is an integer then those 
partitions which have no non-zero part occurring e or more times are 
precisely the e-regular partitions. 
It was shown in [6, 7.61 that if R is a field then for each e-regular 
partition A, the Specht module 9 has a unique maximal submodule, with 
simple factor module D’, and that 
(D” : A+-- n and 1 is e-regular} 
is a complete set of non-isomorphic simple X(6.)-modules. Moreover, if 
e > n then S’ = D” for all partitions 2 of n. 
We shall be concerned here with algebras X(6,,,-.,) where 0 < a Q n. 
Of course, X(6,)@ X’(GHP,) is naturally isomorphic to &?(G,,,_,,). If 
1+ a and p i-n -a, then let S*S’ denote the image of ,!P@ S‘ in 
X(6,,,- a,) under this natural isomorphism. If R is a field and both 1 and 
,U are e-regular then S”S’ has a unique maximal submodule. 
5.2. DEFINITION. Suppose that a and n are integers with 0 <a 6 n and 
let 1 I- a, p + n - a. Assume that f, (Q, q) is a unit in R. 
(i) Let S’%” be the right ideal e,,,-,S’S”X( W,) of Y&‘( W,,). 
(ii) If R is a field and both 1 and p are e-regular, then let DLvO be ,S”T~ 
modulo the unique maximal submodule of S”“. 
5.3. THEOREM. Assume that R is a field and that fj, (Q, q) # 0. Then 
{D”*~:O<a<nandL+-a,p+--n-awithiandpe-regular} 
is a complete set of non-isomorphic simple X( W,,)-modules. 
ProoJ The theorem follows from Theorems 4.17 and 4.18, together with 
the results from [6] which we have already discussed. 
5.4. Remark. Let R be a field. If Q = 0 then f,(Q, q) # 0, and so 
Theorem 5.3 determines the simple Y?( W,)-modules in this case. Next, 
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assume that q = 1. If Q + 1 # 0 then f, (Q, q) # 0. On the other hand, if 
Q + 1 = 0 then it is an easy exercise to prove that U; = (- l)b U: and 
V,,bh,,a=(-l)bU,++b. Hence, by Corollary 3.19, if q = 1 and Q + 1 = 0 then 
all the simple S( W,)-modules are composition factors of u,’ %( W,,), and 
the simple X( W,)-modules coincide with the simple Z(G,)-modules. 
(Each simple X(6.)-module is extended to be an &‘( W,,)-module by 
letting T, act as - 1.) Thus, we have determined all the simple L%?( W,,)- 
modules in the case where q = 1. 
5.5. THEOREM. Assume that R is a field. Then S( W,,) is semisimple if 
and onfy iff,, (Q, q) # 0 and e > n. 
Proof: If fn (Q, q) = 0 then z,,~ is not invertible, so (u,’ #( W,))‘= 
u,’ z,,,X’( W,) is strictly contained in u,’ X( W,,). Therefore, Y?( W,,) is not 
semisimple in this case. 
Assume now thatf,(Q, q) # 0. By [S, 4.33, Z(G(,,,-,,) is semisimple for 
all a with 0 <a d n if and only if e > n. Therefore, by Theorem 4.17, Z( W,,) 
is semisimple if and only if e > n. 
5.6. COROLLARY. Zf R is a field and S( W,,) is semisimple then 
(S’~“:Oda<n and E,t-a, pi-n-a} 
is a complete set of non-isomorphic simple X’( W,,)-modules. 
We remark that in the case where R is a field of characteristic zero and 
q and Q are indeterminates, the irreducible representations of sP( W,) were 
constructed by Hoefsmit [12]. He gave representing matrices for T,, T,, 
(1 < i < n), and these involve entries whose denominators become zero if q 
is specialized to a root of unity, and his construction is not characteristic- 
free. 
5.7. THEOREM. Let a and n be non-negative integers with 0 da 6n and 
let 1, + a, p i- n - a. 
(i) The module s”,F is a free R-module whose rank is independent of 
R and equals (I)z~T~,, where zj, and ~~ denote the number of standard 
tableaux of shape I and p, respectively. 
(ii) lf R is a field, and J” and p are e-regular, then dim, D”.p = 
(z)(dim. D”)(dim, 0”). 
Proof: The discussion which follows Theorem 4.18 shows that if V is a 
right ideal of L?P(G(~,~-~) ) which is a free R-module with basis v,, v2, . . . . vk 
then err,n-rr VY?( W,) is a free R-module with basis 
{ea,n-aviTd: 1 <i<k and dcg}, 
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where 9 is a set of distinguished right coset representatives for G,,,,_,, in 
G,. In particular, the rank of ea,n (1 VX( IV,) equals (z) rank, V. In 
[6, 5.61 the Specht module S” was shown to be a free R-module whose 
rank is equal to TV.. The theorem now follows. 
We now turn to decomposition umbers. Let R be a field. We record the 
multiplicities of composition factors in the modules S’*” in a matrix whose 
rows are indexed by all ordered pairs (A, II) of partitions where 1, +- a and 
p~tn--a for some a with Obadn, and whose columns are indexed 
similarly, the partitions in the column indexing being e-regular. The entry 
in row (A, p) and column (c(, /I) is the multiplicity of Da*” as a composition 
factor of S”,P. This matrix is called the decomposition matrix of X( W,). 
Let 9(%‘(6,)) denote the decomposition matrix of X(6,). Thus, if 
2 t-u and a +- a with CI e-regular, then the entry in row A and column c( 
of 9(X(Gi,)) is equal to the composition multiplicity, say dj,,, of the simple 
module D’ in the Specht module S’. It is known [6, 7.71 that the matrix 
9(A?(GU)) is lower unitriangular (if the row and column lables are taken 
in lexicographic order). By Theorem 4.17, the entry in row (A., p) and 
column (a, 8) of the decomposition matrix of X( W,) is non-zero only if 1 
and a are partitions of the same integer, and it equals d,,d,, when 2 and 
IX are partitions of the same integer. We therefore have 
5.8. THEOREM. Let R be a field and assume that f,, (Q, q) # 0. Then, with 
a suitable ordering of the rows and columns, the decomposition matrix of 
S’( W,,) is lower unitriungulur, and has the form 
5.9. Remark. There is another interpretation of the decomposition 
matrix of &‘( W,,). Let 0 be a discrete complete valuation ring with 
quotient field K and residue field F, and suppose that q, Q E 0, and that q 
and f,(q, Co) are units in 0. Then the images of q and f,(q, 0) in F under 
the canonical epimorphism are non-zero. Therefore, we may apply our 
results to the three algebras &$, X0 and SK, where HR (R = F, 0, K) 
denotes Z’( W,, ) defined over R. If XK is semisimple, then X0 is an order 
in XK with factor algebra &.z F OB #@, and we have a decomposition 
map from & to XF through X0 by reducing lattices of XKmodules. In this 
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case, the right ideals s”,” of -X;, are the simple %$-modules, and the right 
ideals S’vP of SF are the reduction through Xc, of the simple SKmodules. 
Consequently, the decomposition matrix of S$ is the usual decomposition 
matrix for the triple (&, s$, , ,ri”,). 
In [S, 4.131, we classified the blocks of Hecke algebras of type A,. As an 
immediate consequence, we obtain the block theory of Hecke algebras of 
type E,, in the following theorem. 
5.10. THEOREM. Suppose that f,, (Q, q) is a unit in R. The blocks B,,,, of 
2?‘( W,,) are parametrized by triples (a, 6, T) where a is an integer with 
0 < a <n, and IS is an e-core qf a partition qf a and T is an e-core of a parti- 
tion of n - a. The Z’( W,,)-module S1,AL (where 2 t- b, p F- n - b, and 
0 <b < n) is in the block B,,,,, if and only if a = b and the e-core qf i is 0 
and the e-core qf ~1 is T. [f R is a field then D^,” and Si,,v belong to the same 
block. 
We remark that Theorem 5.10 and [8, 5.41 do not immediately provide 
a set of block idempotents for X’( W,,), since the idempotents e,.,, o are not 
central in general. 
Finally, we apply our results to unitary and symplectic groups. It is 
known, (see, for example, [ 13]), that the endomorphism ring of the per- 
mutation module on the cosets of a Bore1 subgroup of one of these groups 
is a Hecke algebra of the kind we have considered here. This holds for all 
rings of scalars. It follows from [S, 4.101 and basic facts about unipotent 
characters of these groups that the decomposition matrix of the Hecke 
algebra embeds in the decomposition matrix of the group. (A proof of this 
fact will appear elsewhere.) Our results therefore provide information on 
the p-modular decomposition matrices of unitary and symplectic groups in 
all cases where p does not divide q"*fn (Q, q). Indeed, the results in 
[3, 4, 7, 9, 14, 151 indicate that there might even be applications for the 
p-modular reduction of non-unipotent characters of the groups concerned. 
We shall now describe in more detail the circumstances under which our 
results give information on unitary and symplectic groups. 
Let q be a prime power, and in the case of the unitary groups, assume 
that q is a perfect square, The orders of the symplectic and unitary groups 
are well known: n 
(5.11) I Sp,,(q)l = q”X(q3 9) n (q’- I)> 
where 
I= 1 
fn(q,4)= ii (1+4’) 
,=I 
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n-1 
fn(q”2, q)= n (1 +q(2i+l)‘2) 
i=O 
IU2n+l(q)l=4 n(2n+yn(q3’2, q) fi (qi- l), 
i=l 
where 
“f(qV2, q) = fi (1 + qc2i+ 1)‘2). 
i=O 
Henceforth, we assume that n 2 1. Then the following result can easily be 
verified on the back of an envelope. 
(5.12) (i) fn(q, q) and q(“-1)(n-2)‘Zfn(q, q) are both integers, 
and they have the same prime factors (except that the first 
of these integers is odd and the second is even if n > 2 and 
q is a power of 2). 
(ii) fn(q112, q) and q’“- 1)2’2f,,(q1’2, q) are both integers, 
and they have the same prime factors. 
(iii) fn(q3’*, q) and q(nP2)*i2fn(q3’2, q) are both integers, 
and if 12 3 2 then they have the same prime factors. 
The Hecke algebra of the action on the cosets of a Bore1 subgroup for 
each of the groups Sp2n (q), UZn (q), or U,, + r (q) is Z( W,, ) with Q = q, ql”, 
or q312 in the respective cases. 
Let p be a prime number which does not divide q. We can apply the 
results of Sections 4 and 5 when fn (Q, q) is invertible in the field of p 
elements. Hence, using result (5.12), we obtain information on the 
p-modular decomposition matrix of G (where G = Sp2n(q), U,,(q), or 
U2,, + r (4)) when p does not divide 1 G I/n;= r (qi - 1). 
If p = 2 then p divides q - 1. But Remark 5.4 shows that our main results 
apply in all cases where p divides q - 1. On the other hand, there is little 
difficulty in showing that our results apply for the odd primes p which 
divide 1 G I in precisely the following cases: 
(i) G is a symplectic group and the multiplicative order of q modulo 
p is odd. 
(ii) G is a unitary group and the multiplicative order of q modulo p 
is even, or the multiplicative order of q modulo p equals the multiplicative 
order of q’12. 
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